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Plan for ISSD Lecture #28
Architectures for Personalization (from 12/1)
Recommendation Systems (from 12/1)
Motivating Customer Segmentation
Segmentation Dimensions
Segmentation Modeling
Loyalty Programs
CRM and CEM

Architectures for Personalization

Architectures for Personalization
Adomavicius & Tuzhhilin describe three architectures for personalization
They contrast them topologically in terms of where the "personalization
engine" is located in the service system
It is also helpful to contrast on the basis of which side of the
provider-consumer relationship initiates and controls the personalization
Implications for privacy?

Recommendation Systems

Item Recommendation
The most intuitive way to get an item recommendation is by "word of mouth"
from people who have similar preferences
There are numerous algorithms for identifying these "nearest neighbors" or
"consumer clusters"
But it is more common to base recommendations on the similarity from the
"item side" rather than the customer side

User-User and Item-Item Filtering

User-User Collaborative Filtering
Principle: Find users with similar preferences and listen to their "word of
mouth"
Bob and Kelly agree on Item B and C
So Bob's preference for A gets recommended to Kelly, and Kelly's
recommendation for D gets recommended to Bob

Item-Item Collaborative Filtering
Principle: Find items with similar appeal
Item A and Item D are both preferred by Ben and Anno
So if people who like D also like A, then A can be recommended to Kelly, who
likes D

Limitations on Collaborative Filtering
Privacy concerns
Recommendation "spam" and dishonest ratings
Variability and preference change
Lack of "context sensitivity"

Motivating Segmentation
ALL CUSTOMERS ARE NOT THE SAME
The relative costs of acquiring and keeping different groups of customers can
differ a great deal
Even within the same demographic group, customers can differ substantially
on "psychographic" dimensions
These differences determine which customers buy most often, contribute
most to sales, and are most profitable (and these are probably not the same
ones)
Some customers deserve more attention and service than others
You'd be better off if you got rid of some of your customers

Defining "Customer Segment"
Every business must decide "what market it is in" -- what products and
services it offers, to whom they will be offered, in which geographic area, in
what time frames, and which firms are its competitors
Once these strategic decisions are made, the business can refine "to whom it
offers" its products and services into a set of customer or market segments
Each segment should define where some set of prospective customers "is
coming from" using attributes that ideally explain why they would do so
Segments are the basis for strategies for acquiring customers, increasing
market share, increasing "wallet share," retaining customers, and so on

Segmentation {and,or,vs} Personalization [1]
Businesses have targeted their products and services to different customer
segments and engaged in "relationship marketing" as long as there have
been businesses
But industrialization and economies of scale introduced "middlemen" and
required a more transactional approach to marketing that wasn't as
connected to the customer
Information about specific customers is required to personalize products and
services, and for those that are mostly or entirely "offline" it is nearly
impossible to obtain it

Segmentation {and,or,vs} Personalization [2]
Systems and services can be personalized to the degree that the customer is
willing to provide information about preferences and behavior
For many automated and interactive services that are used repeatedly (online
shopping, banking, ...), personalization is effectively on a
customer-by-customer basis
(This is sometimes called "micro-segmentation" or "segments of 1")
Nevertheless, the design of systems and services and especially the
"dimensions of personalization" is strongly determined by customer
segmentation

Segmentation Dimensions
By "business architecture" - product group, channel, geography
Demographic / "life phase"
Psychographic / behavioral
Profitability - value to the business

Segmentation Criteria Used by Banks

Some Segmentation Complications for the
Bank
Some customers use multiple products
Some customers use multiple channels
Some customers move within and between geographical regions
Some customers fit multiple / conflicting demographic categories

RFM Segmentation
Recency - when did a customer last buy from you
Frequency - how often in some time period
Monetary value - total monetary value of the customer's transactions
Typically segment customers into 5 20% segments on each dimension,
creating 125 different RFM codes
An RFM code ranks a single customer against other customers for likelihood
to respond and future value. High scores equal high future value; low scores
equal low future value.

Profitability Matters more than Frequency

Profitability x Satisfaction Diagnostics

Enterprise Decision Management (from Taylor)

Descriptive Customer Models -- Identify
Relations

Predictive Customer Models -- Calculate Risk /
Opportunity

Fine-grained Segmentation to Prevent
"Adverse Selection"

"Pay As You Drive" Insurance
Most insurance is sold using customer segmentation based on historical data
The cost of PAYD insurance reflects actual risk, and thus incents drivers to
adopt safer habits

Yield Management
For firms that provide services with high fixed costs and low variable costs
(airlines, cruise ships, hotels, rental cars,amusement parks...) profitability is
directly tied to their overall sales
So the firm wants to maximize its capacity utilization, even if it requires selling
(or pre-selling) some of that capacity at reduced prices, as long as those
prices exceed its variable costs
The essence of yield management is customer segmentation
What dimensions or restrictions enable customers to be categorized by their price
sensitivity?
What price should be offered to each customer category?
How much capacity should be allocated at each price?

Yield management is simple in principle but requires substantial computing in
practice

Yield Management: Modeling Customer
Segments

Yield Management: Maximizing Profits

Yield Management: The Booking Curve

Loyalty Programs
Programs to encourage customers to voluntarily repurchase and recommend
a product or service have been around for nearly 100 years
Before "technology infusion," loyalty programs were embodied in "tangible
evidence" like stamps or coupons
Today, loyalty programs require sophisticated technology for collecting,
mining, and operationalizing customer data

Loyalty "Value Chain"

The New Loyalty "Service (eco-) System"

Customer Relationship Management
CRM is the processes / applications that a firm uses to manage information
about and interactions with its customers
CRM applications help a firm be viewed as a unified entity by customers even
though they interact with employees in diverse roles and organizations
Put simply: CRM captures what a company knows about its customers
Direct interactions with customers (meetings, sales calls, email, web contacts,
transactions)
Indirect interactions (ads, direct mail campaigns, billing)

This aggregated information is essential to providing effective customer
service - - but it is also the foundation for loyalty services and incentives
provided to customers

From CRM to "Customer Experience
Management"
A customer's satisfaction with a service or system is the cumulative or net
result of all of the touch points across all of his encounters
But the (different) people responsible for the (separate) touch points don't
usually think of how their decisions collectively shape the customer's
experience
Customers want an "integrated approach" to meeting their needs or solving
their problems
But many parts of a company that create "touch points" still think that
customer experiences were the responsibility of marketing and sales

CEM vs CRM

Tracking and Analyzing Customer Experiences
Measuring customer satisfaction is necessary but insufficient
Periodic interactions with current customers, check-ups, "how's that new car
working out?"

Analyzing Past Patterns

Analyzing Present Patterns

Analyzing Potential Patterns

Some Advice About Customer Surveys
Surveys are low-cost and convenient mechanisms for measuring past and
present patterns
A well-designed survey "must itself avoid becoming an unfortunate aspect of
the customer experience"
Don't make them long and difficult to complete
Don't ask for information you obviously have (like the details of the transaction that
led to the follow-up survey)
Enable the customer to tell you information you aren't asking for
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